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l. Introduction 
One of the most powerful tools available for the solution of the two-
dimensional problems of the theory of elasticity (plane strain and 
generalized plane stress) is the Cauchy-integral taken along the union of 
all boundaries of the region under consideration [1, 2]. A rather obvious 
generalization of this tool for the problem of the doubly-periodic stress 
distribution in an infinite plane with a doubly-periodic set of equal holes 
is the modified Cauchy-integral, taken along one hole boundary, where 
the singular Cauchy-kernel (t-z)-1 has been replaced by the Weierstrasz 
zeta function [3] W-z). 
Rather to the author's surprise no reference to these modified Cauchy-
integrals and their application in the theory of doubly-periodic and 
quasi-periodic functions has been found in the literature 1 ). The text 
books on doubly-periodic and quasi-periodic functions (e.g. [3, 4, 5]) deal 
exclusively with elliptic or quasi-elliptic functions, i.e. with meromorphic 
functions. Only one paper has been found so far [6] in which isolated 
essential singularities in doubly-periodic functions are investigated. An 
even more general approach is needed, however, in the two-dimensional 
theory of elasticity because nothing whatever is known a priori about the 
singularities of the functions concerned inside the hole boundaries. 
Apart from their application to the plane problems of the theory of 
elasticity, the properties of modified Cauchy-integrals, the boundary 
value theorem on quasi-periodic and doubly-periodic functions, and the 
expansion of such functions in a series of derivatives of the zeta function 
may be of some wider interest and they are therefore discussed separately 
in the present paper. The application of this theory to the elastic problem 
in hand will be given elsewhere. 
1) Although the author of course accepts full responsibility for any oversight of 
previous work on this subject, he is much indebted to Professors S. C. van Veen, 
J. F. Koksma and N. G. de Bruyn, both for their help in trying to trace such earlier 
work and for their helpful comments on a preliminary version of this paper of 
August 1957. 
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2. Modified Cauchy-integrals 
Let L0 be a simple, smooth contour enclosing the origin, the fundamental 
contour, and let L Lo (mod. 2w1, 2w2) denote a doubly-periodic set of 
congruent non-intersecting contours with fundamental periods 2w1, 2w2, 
where Im (w2Jw1 ) > 0. The multiply-connected region outside all contours 
will be denoted by S+, the region inside L0 by 8 0_, and the disconnected 
aggregate of all regions inside any contour L- L0 (mod. 2w1, 2w2) by S_. 
The modified Cauchy-integral is defined for z either in 8_,. or S_ by 
(1) F(z) =~I f(t) C(t-z) dt, 
.o..~Jl'b 
L, 
where C(z) is the Weierstrasz zeta function with fundamental periods 
2w1 and 2w2 [3], and f(t) is an integrable function of position on the 
contour Lo. The direction of integration along Lois conventionally chosen 
such that the region S + lies on the left of Lo. 
The function F(z), defined by (1), is for z in S+ a holomorphic, i.e. a 
single-valued analytic function F +(z) and for z inS_ a holomorphic function 
F _(z). It follows from the quasi-periodic properties of the zeta function 
(2) 
where 21Jl and 21J2 are called the cyclic increments of the zeta function, 
given by 
(3) 
that F +(z) and F _(z) are both quasi-periodic with cyclic increments 
(4) 2~1 = - 'fj~ I t(t) dt, 2~2 = - 'f/2• I t(t) dt. 
n~ n~ 
L, L, 
Hence F +(z) and F _(z) are doubly-periodic if the integral in (4) is zero. 
3. Boundary values of a modified Cauchy-integral 
In order to investigate the behaviour of F(z) as z, either in 8+ or S_, 
approaches a point to on the fundamental contour Lo, it will be assumed 
that the function of position f(t) on L0 satisfies a Holder condition, 
expressed by 
(5) lf(t)-f(to)l ~ Clt-tol~', 
holding for any pair of points t, to on Lo, where C is a positive constant 
and f-l a number in the range O<f-t ~ l. 
The zeta function in (1) may be written in the form 
(6) C(t-z) = _1 + [W-z)- _1 ], t -z t -z 
where the second term remains regular for z on Lo; if now z, either in 
S+ or S_, approaches a point t0 on the fundamental contour L 0 , the limit 
of the first integral in 
(7) F . l I f(t) d l ,. , ) [r ) 1 'j d (z) = -. - t + -. J f(t .,(t-z -- t 2n~ t-z 2m t-z 
L, L, 
may be evaluated by means of Plemelj's formulae [l, par. 17]. Combining 
the singular integral in these formulae with the second integral in (7) 
result.s in 
(8) F+(to) = if(to) + 2~i I f(t)C(t-to)dt, 
L, 
(9) F -(to) = - tf(to) + 2~i I f(t) C(t- to) dt, 
L, 
where the principal value of the singular integral should be taken; the 
existence of this principal value is ensured by the Holder condition (5). 
These results are easily extended to the case that z, either inS+ or S_, 
approaches a point tk - to (mod. 2w~, 2w2) on a contour Lk = Lo (mod. 
2w1, 2w2). On account of the quasi-periodic properties of (1), described 
by the cyclic increments (4), F +(tk) and F _(tk) are obtained by replacing 
t0 by tk in the singular integrals in (8) and (9). 
The Holder condition (5) is a sufficient condition for the existence of 
the limits F +(to), F _(to) and of the principal value of the modified Cauchy-
integrals in (8) and (9). As in the theory of ordinary Cauchy-integrals 
[1, par. 18), if it is known a priori that either F +(z) or F _(z) has a limit 
F +(to) or F _(to) as z approaches a point to on Lo, the Holder condition may 
be replaced by the weaker assumption that f(t) is continuous. The formula, 
obtained by subtracting (9) from (8), then remains valid, and the existence 
of the other limit (F -(to)) or (F +(to)) is again ensured 1). 
Although the revised assumptions that the existence of either limit 
F +(to) or F _(to) be known a priori and that f(t) be continuous may seem 
less natural than the original assumption of a Holder condition for f(t), 
the revised assumptions are usually more appropriate in the formulation 
of boundary value theorems. 
In many applications the assumption of a smooth simple fundamental 
contour is unnecessarily restrictive. If Lo is a piecewise smooth simple 
contour, i.e. if the contour consists of a finite number of smooth arcs 
A1A2, A2A3, ... AnAl, the formulae (8) and (9) remain valid for an 
internal point to of any arc. At a corner of the contour to=Ak the first 
terms in (8) and (9) are replaced by (t- :,r)f(to) and -(t+ :n)f(to), where 
0( - n ~ 0 ~ n) is the angle of rotation of the tangent at the corner (positive 
1 ) The author is indebted to Prof. J. F. Koksma, Dr. C. G. Lekkerkerker and 
Mr. A. H. M. Levelt who kindly drew his attention to this and the following 
generalization in their written comments on a preliminary version of the present 
paper [7]. 
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clockwise) in passing from the arc Ah_1Ah to the arc AhAh+l (cf. [1], 
Appendix 2). Except in a cusp it is here again possible to replace the 
assumption of a Holder condition for f(t) by the assumption of continuity 
of f(t) together with the assumption of the existence of either limit F +(to) 
or F _(to). 
4. Boundary value theorem for a quasi-periodic or doubly-periodic holo-
morphic function 
Let rp(z) denote a quasi-periodic function, holomorphic in S+ and 
continuous up to and including the contours L = L0 (mod. 2wr, 2w2), 
and let 2a1, 2a2 denote the cyclic increments of rp(z), i.e. 
(10) 
'rp(z+2wl)-rp(z) = 2a1, 
~ rp(z+2w2)-rp(z) = 2a2. 
Let Bo denote a fundamental period-parallelogram inS+ which surrounds 
the fundamental contour L0 ; if necessary B0 may be chosen curvilinear. 
The positive direction on Bo is defined by the sequence of its corners 
uo, uo + 2w1, uo + 2wl + 2w2, uo + 2w2. Because Im (w2/w1) > 0 this positive 
direction is counterclockwise, whereas the positive direction on L0 is 
clockwise. 
Taking z inside Bo, the integral 
(11) 2~i I rp(u)C'(u-z)du, 
B, 
where C'(z) is the doubly-periodic derivative of the zeta function, may be 
reduced on account of the quasi-periodic properties (10) of rp(u). The 
result is 
(12) -21 . I rp(u)C'(u-z)du = ~(£Xt1}2-£X21}I), n~ n~ 
B, 
and by integrating this equation 
(13) 
For z in S0_, i.e. inside the fundamental contour, the integrand in (13) 
is holomorphic in the annular region between Lo and Bo, and the inte-
gration contour Bo may be deformed into Lo. Taking account of the 
opposite positive directions along Bo and Lo the result for z in So_ is 
(14) 
For z ins+ and inside Bothe integrand of (13) has a simple pole at U=Z 
9 Series A 
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with residue cp(z). Hence deformation of the contour of integration for z 
in S _,_ and inside B 0 results in 
( 15) Z~i J cp(t)[((t-z)-((t)]dt = cp(z) + ~(cx.rrJ2 -cx.2 1Jl)z. 
Lo 
Both members of (15) are holomorphic inS+. The principle of analytic 
continuation now ensures that (15) remains valid for any z in S+, i.e. 
either inside, on or outside B 0 • A similar argument does not hold for (14) 
because the region S _ is disconnected. For z inside a contour Lk congruent 
to Lo the relation ( 14) has to be modified by replacing the fundamental 
integration contour L 0 by the congruent contour Lk. 
The derivation of (14) obviously implies that (14) is a necessary con-
dition for the existence of a quasi-periodic function cp(z) with cyclic 
increments 2cx.1 , 2cx.2, holomorphic in S+, which assumes the continuous 
value cp(t) on the boundary L 0 • In order to investigate whether (14), 
holding for all z in S0_, is also a sufficient condition for the existence of 
cp(z), the following inverse statement will first be proved: Let f(t) denote 
a continuous function of position on the contour L0 ; if now for all z in S0_ 
(16) 2~i J f(t)[((t-z) -((t)]dt = Az, 
L, 
where A is a constant, then f(t) is the boundary value of a quasi-periodic 
function f*(z), holomorphic in s+ and with cyclic increments 2cx.~, 2cx.i, 
given by 
( 17) ex.~= -Aw1- Z~i J f(t)dt, cx.i = - Awz - Z~i J f(t) dt. 
L, L, 
This inverse statement is easily proved by constructing the quasi-periodic 
function 
( 18) f*(z) = 2~i J f(t)[((t-z)-((t)]dt-Az, 
L, 
holomorphic in S+, and also for z in So_ where f*(z) is zero on account 
of (16). Applying the modified Plemelj formulae (8), (9) it is seen that the 
boundary value /~(to) is indeed equal to f(t0 ), and it also follows immediately 
from (18) that f*(z) indeed has the cyclic increments (17). 
It remains to be investigated what additional conditions have to be 
satisfied in order that the quasi-periodic function f*(z) has specified 
cyclic increments 2cx.1, 2cx.z. Solving ( 17) for A and f L, f(t)dt, making use 
of the identity [3] 
( 19) 
it is easily seen that these requirements are 
(20) 
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in agreement with (14), and the additional condition 
(21) 2~i I f(t)dt = - ~(1XlW2-X20Jl)· 
L, 
The resulting boundary value theorem for a quasi-periodic function with 
cyclic increments 2.xr, 2.x2, holomorphic in s+ and with continuous 
boundary values <p(t) on Lo may now be formulated as follows: Relation 
(14), holding for all z in S0_ is a necessary condition for the existence 
of <p(z). If supplemented by the additional requirement 
(22) 2~i I <p(t)dt =- :i(1X1W2-1X2Wl) 
L, 
it is also a sufficient condition, and the evidently unique function <p(z) is 
expressed in its boundary values by means of (15). The corresponding 
theorem for a doubly-periodic function is obviously obtained by putting 
the cyclic increments 2.x1 and 2.x2 equal to zero. 
5. Expansion of a quasi-periodic holomorphic function in the case of 
circular contours 1) 
In the case of circular contours the origin is chosen at the center of the 
fundamental circle L0 • Let r denote the radius of the boundaries; obviously 
it must satisfy the inequality r< lwminl' where wmin is the half-period 
with the smallest modulus. 
Let S 8 .._ denote the region exterior to the circles L 8 - L8o (mod. 2w1, 2w2), 
where L 80 is the circle izl=r(l+e), concentric with L0 , and e is a positive 
number satisfying the inequality r(1 +e)< lwminl· The zeta function has 
no singularity inside the circle I z1 - z I = I u I = r( 1 + e) around a point z1 in 
the closed region Se+ (including the boundaries L 8 ). Hence the radius of 
convergence of the Taylor-expansion in the neighbourhood of z in Se+ 
oo ( I)n C(u-z) = -C(z-u) =-I --=-t--unc<n>(z) 
n-o n. 
(23) 
is at least r(1 +e), and the series (23) is absolutely and uniformly convergent 
with respect to u in the closed circular region lui ~r. Substituting {23) 
into (15) and integrating term by term, a series expansion for <p(z) is 
obtained in terms of derivatives of the zeta function, which is obviously 
convergent for all z in the closed region SB+ 
(24) Lo 
- ! ( -~)n c<n>(z) ~I tn <p(t) dt. 
n-o n. 2:n:~ 
L, 
1 ) The author is again indebted to Professor J. F. Koksma and Mr. A. H. M. 
Levelt for helpful criticism of this section. 
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It will now first be shown that the convergence of (24) is absolute and 
uniform with respect to z in the closed region SS+. To this end it is recalled 
that the second and higher derivatives of the zct11 function in tho closed 
regionS+ are given by the absolutely and uniformly converging series for 
n;;;;;2 (ref. [3]) 
(25) 
where Qh, k = 2hw1 + 2kw2 denotes the poles of the zeta function, and the 
summation is extended over all integer values (positive, negative and 
zero) of hand k. Let f2p,q ( =f2p(z),q(z)) denote the pole nearest to z, and 
rewrite (25) in the form 1) 
(26) (~~)n '(n)(z) = (z- f2p,q)-n-1 + (z -Qp,q)-n-1 fn(z), 
where fn(z) 1s defined by (n;;;;;2) 
(27) fn(z) = (z -f2p,q)n+l ,L' (z -Qh,k)-n-1, 
h,k 
and the dash to the summation sign indicates that the term for h = p, 
k=q is omitted. Let A. (O<.A.< l) denote the maximum value of 
(28) iz-.Qp,ql iz-.Qh.ki 
for hand knot simultaneously equal top and q. It now follows from (27) 
for z in the closed region S + and for n;;;;; 3 
, l/n(z)l::;;; lz-f2p,qln+1 ,L' iz-Qh,kl-n-1 ::;;; 
h,k 
(29) ::;;; .A.Iz-Qp,qln ,L' lz -.Qh,kl-n::;;; 
h,k 
::;;; .A,n-21z-f2p,ql3 ,L' iz-Qh,kl-3::;;; .A,n-2A, 
h,k 
where A is an upper bound in the closed regionS+ for the bounded positive 
function 
(30) lz-f2p,ql3 ,L' iz-Qh,kl-3· 
h,k 
Mter substitution of (26) into (24) the series 
(31) 
and 
(32) 
00 1 J ,L (z-fJpq)-n-1 __ tnrp(t)dt n~o ' 2n~ ' 
L, 
00 1 J 
,L (z-Qp,q)-n-1 fn(z) 2ni tnrp(t)dt 
n~o 
L, 
1) It may happen for particular values of z that several poles (at most 4 in 
number) have the same minimum distance to z. If the corresponding terms in (25) 
are considered separately in the same way as the first term in (26), the analysis 
needs no essential modification. 
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are considered separately. The first series is absolutely and uniformly 
convergent in the closed region Se+ on account of lz-.Qp,ql~r(1+8) in 
SS+ and the upper bound .Jfrn+l for 
~2~i J tn<p(t) dt I' 
L, 
where .1.11 is the maximum of l<p(t)l on the contour L 0 • The second series 
is even absolutely and uniformly convergent in the closed region S_,_ on 
account of the upper bound (29) for lfn(z)l, and the absolute and uniform 
convergence of (24) in the closed region SE+ follows immediately. 
The foregoing analysis is based on the single assumption that the 
boundary value <p(t) of the quasi-periodic function <p(z) is continuous on 
L 0 • A further restriction will be needed in order to prove uniform con-
vergence of (31), and hence of (24), in the closed regionS+; it will now be 
assumed that <p(t) satisfies a Holde1· condition (5) on L 0 • Obviously it is 
now sufficient to prove uniform convergence in the region S+ -SB+, i.e. 
in the union of annular regions r ~ I z- .Qp, q I < r( 1 + 8). Moreover, the 
series {31) is doubly periodic in S+-SB+, and it is therefore sufficient to 
restrict the discussion to the annular region r ~ I z I < r( 1 + 8) around the 
fundamental contour. Since {31) is a series of negative powers in z in the 
latter region, it is finally sufficient to prove uniform convergence for 
lzl =r, i.e. for z=to, where to is an arbitrary point on L 0 • The sum of the 
first m terms in (31) for z=to may be reduced to 
( m-1 t-n-1 t-m tf"-f'J!' 
) "~o o2ni J tn<p(t) dt = ;ni J t-too <p(t)dt = 
I = to~ JL~(t) -cp(to) tm dt + ~~~ m(t ) J ..!!:.._ dt - ~ J cp(t) dt 2n~ t-t0 2n~ T 0 t-t0 2n~ t-t0 ' L, L0 L, (33) 
where Cauchy's principal value should be taken in the last two integrals, 
the existence of the principal value in the third integral being ensured by 
the Holder condition satisfied by <p(t). The second integral is well-known 
(34) 2~i J t~t0 dt = - i tg'. 
L, 
The integral in the first term of (33) is absolutely convergent. Introducing 
polar coordinates on L 0 (t=reiB, to=reiBo), it is an immediate consequence 
of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma on Fourier coefficients that the first 
integral in (33) tends to zero for m-+ oo. Moreover, from the uniform 
character of the Holder condition (5) it follows that the limit zero of the 
first integral in (33) is approached uniformly with respect to to (cf. [8] 
for a proof of the equivalent theorem for real Fourier series). Hence the 
series (31) for z=to is uniformly convergent with respect to to to a sum 
(35) 1 1 J cp(t) d 
- "2" <p(to) - 2ni t -t0 t, 
L, 
12H 
and the proof of uniform convergence of (31), and therefore also of (24), 
in the closed region s+ (including the circular boundaries) has been 
completed. 
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